
HOW TO MAKE A PAPER PLATE ANGEL 

Materials you can find at home: 

Scissors, glue (glue stick or white glue—Tacky is best; or low temp. glue gun—with adult 

supervision, fine point markers, transparent tape, One-hole punch 

Materials provided in your ziplock: 

One paper plate; yarn (for hair); pre-cut construction paper (for face and 2 arms); one pre-cut 

Christmas wrap rectangle (for song book); yarn (for the hair); one sparkly pipe cleaner (for 

halo)/ tinsel; one paper fastener; ribbon (for hanging) 

Instructions: 

1. Trim the edges off the paper plate.   

2. Cut your paper plate like this: 

3.  In the body section, punch a hole about ½ inch from the top.  In the wing sections, 

punch a hole on one straight side about ½ inch from the top.  

 

4. Use the paper fastener to attach                                                                                                                        

the wings to the body.  The round                                                                                                                  

part of the fastener will be in the                                                                                                                

front. 

 

5.  Glue tinsel (or, if you prefer, glitter if you have it), one length to the bottom of the body 

and one length of the bottom of each wing. 

6. Make the head and arms from construction paper (enclosed). Using a fine-tipped 

marker, add a face to the head.  Glue the face to the top of the body over the paper 

fastener and the arms to the back of the body so that they reach around to meet in the 

front.   

7. Fold the Christmas wrap rectangle in half to make the song book.  Glue it to the back of 

the angel’s hands. 

 

 

body



8.  Make the hair from yarn.  Wrap the yarn several times around all of your fingers or a 

jar.  When finished, trim the yarn so that you have one long piece to tie around the 

middle of the lengths of yarn. 

Lie the tied-together lengths of yarn.  Trim the loops.  It’s like making a pom pom!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Shape a halo with a length of the pipe cleaner.  Tape or clue the halo to the top back of 

the angel. 

10. If you wish to hang your angel, loop a piece of ribbon through the halo. 

   

 

If you need more help, please refer to the web link below: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWLhhwEmmKE 

 

Tie the loops of yarn together. 
Snip the loops.  Make sure they are 

tied together tightly! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IWLhhwEmmKE

